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Abstract
Nowadays, novel architectures like Cloud and Internet of Things (IoT) make available several resources like computing nodes,
environmental sensors etc. that enable the introduction of more and more intelligent systems able to face complex situations. In
particular management of critical and dangerous situations may take advantage of those systems whose complexity is growing up
faster and faster. In this scenario, it is diﬃcult to orchestrate diﬀerent autonomous systems in order to face with new, previously
unmanaged emergencies. In this work we present a modeling methodology and a planning techniques based on a multi-agent
model. Agents describe capabilities of each available IoT element in an area where a critical situation has occurred; the planning
methodology exploit both classical and a new counter-example based approaches to build a coordination plan of resources in order
to achieve given goals like traﬃc management or people ﬂight during a terrorist attack.
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1. Introduction
Cloud Architecture and Internet of Things (IoT) are nowadays a de facto standard for providing any kind of service
on Internet and to collect and share data from many kind of sensors and devices. Agent-based models are the most
used in description of devices and sensors in IoT environments1,2,3,4. Modeling elements by using agents allows for
the description of their autonomous behaviours and interactions. Anyway, interactions have usually limited goals:
they are pre-deﬁned tasks and critical situations have to be managed manually by human operators. The problem
is that in these cases, management is intrinsically and hard real-time process and having a true autonomous system
able to reconﬁgure in case of necessity is appealing. This is possible only if agents themselves are able to build new
communication workﬂows in order to face new situations.
This is a planning problem where agents deﬁnes their own actions in a high level plan involving all available agents
in the environment. State Space Informed Search is one of most applied method for planning actions in intelligent
systems. Many works have been proposed for the deﬁnition of new strategies and algorithms able to improve results
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of classical planning approaches anyway, planning literature usually neglects a common problem in planning: the
control of the existence of a plan. Approaches based on State Space Search are not eﬃcient in detecting if a Goal is
not reachable in any way.
This problem is very important in critical systems where, the impossibility of reaching a safe state in a critical
situations should be detected as fast as possible, in order to allow the deﬁnition of new plans to face the problem. In
particular, this is important when dealing with real-time systems, resource sharing and interaction may lead to problem
in reaching the goals. In these cases, a way to determine in a short time if a goal is not reachable is really appealing
since agents may choose to change goals without wasting time.
In order to change goals agents have to realize that any plan achieving current goal does not exist. The work
in5 for example, proposes an eﬃcient way to determine if for a given goal, a plan of length n exists, examining the
satisﬁability of properly deﬁned formulae. In our work we propose a Framework composed by a Modeling Tool,
that provides the means to model Multi Agents Systems, and a Planner based on Counter Example. In the Counter
Example approach, the planning problem is deﬁned trying to answer the following question: ”is it true that from the
initial state, only states where the goal conditions are not satisﬁed are reachable?”. If the answer of the previous
question is ”yes” than no plan for the current goal exist. Otherwise it is possible to ﬁnd a ”counter example” showing
that at least one path exists from the initial state to a state where the goal conditions are satisﬁed: this counter-example
as we will show, represent a plan for the current goal.
The approach we propose is particularly eﬃcient in ﬁnding the non existence of a plan for a given goal. We
will show that our approach has good performance in computational expensive planning problems where a single
agent is involved. The agent modeling approach is based on the Beliefs, Desires and Intentions(BDI) model and
the action modeling is based on First Order Logic (FOL) STRIPS6 formalism: for each action we deﬁne a)a list of
preconditions; b) a list of postconditions (in spite of add and delete lists of STRIPS) c) the domain deﬁnition for each
of the variables in the previous lists. If the number of beliefs is large, generation of the whole automaton in a single
run could be infeasible; for this reason, automata generation follows a Self-Learning approach: each time an agent
ﬁnds a new state, that state is added to the automaton and expanded considering the possible agent actions.In this way
the automata generation is made step by step while the agent is acting instead of a unique step at the beginning. Other
example of planning activities7,8 have been applied to distributed systems9,10 where planning actions were applied to
the semi-automatic11 implementation of complex systems12,13.
2. Agent Based Planning Problem
In this section we provide a simpliﬁed version of the model we use to deﬁne our planning problem. The model is
based on a Multi-Agent system representation of systems. We consider a variant of Beliefs, Desires, Intentions (BDI)
logics14 for our Multi-Agent System model that is a quadruple:
(Agents,World,TS,F )
Where Agents is the set of all agents in the system; World represent the environment where agents executes; TS is
a Transition System that resumes possible state transitions of agents in the environment and, ﬁnally, F is a a set of
formulas expressed in ﬁrst order logics that characterize each state in World.
We use a triple 〈n, d, v〉 to deﬁne variables evaluations that describes states in the World, where n is the name of
a variable, d represents its domain and v a value assigned to the variable. A State s ∈ World is a set of variable
evaluation.
In addition, we call State Conditions of a state, the set of all formulas in F that holds in a state s:
S tateCondition(s) = {φ ∈ F , s ∈ World : s |= φ}
In addition, φ cannot be a subformula of other formulas holding in s. In this work we consider TSs and States with
only one State Condition per state. If s |= ψ; s |= φ and s |= ψ ∧ φ; then we consider only the last formula as State
Condition in s. An Agent is in turn a triple:
(Actions, Belie f s,Goals)
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Actions is a set of possible actions an agent is able to perform. Actions modify the environment changing World
representation. They can also require the intervention of other agents in order to achieve common goals and in general,
they include communication and execution actions. In addition, an action can be reactive if its execution depends on
external events or messages; or proactive if its execution is decided directly by the agent. We call Proactive Agent an
agent with at least one proactive action; an agent with no proactive actions and with at least one reactive action is a
Resource Agent; an agent with no reactive or proactive actions is classiﬁed simply as a Resource. Belie f s include the
knowledges the agents have about: the World; the Agent itself; other Agents. Notice that an agent may have a belief
about the World which in turn is not true in the environment: in general, beliefs of each agents may not be exact.
Goals is a set of states in TS that represent goals an agent want to reach. Since TS is not available when agents
are deﬁned, abusing notation we identify Goals with formulas in F that are satisﬁed in goal states. We call these
formulas: Goal Conditions. Notice that a goal condition is a State Condition for a goal state. Beliefs are manages
as Worlds variables and states (they are practically local World representation in each agent). Agents deﬁne the TS
Transition System on World states by means of Actions. An action α ∈ Actions is a triple:
(name, Precondition, E f f ects)
where name is trivially the name of the action;Eﬀects is a set of formulas that hold in the new state; Precondition is a
formula that evaluates true in a state s in order to apply(execute) the action and to produce a state transition:
s−→α s′
produces a transition from the state s to s′. If Precondition of α evaluates true in s, s′ will be the same of s, except for
variables involved in Eﬀects evaluation. The values of these variables have to change in order to satisfy all eﬀects in
s′:
∀φ ∈ E f f ects s′ |= φ
In addition we must consider that an agent executing an action can access only to its local representation of World,
i.e. to its beliefs. Hence, if agent’s beliefs and World State are not synchronized (i.e., if the agents has a wrong belief
about the world), it is possible that Precondition is evaluated true on beliefs, but not on World state. In order to apply
an action, we must execute the following two steps: (1) an agent tries to apply Eﬀects in a state s producing a transition
from s to s′ if precondition is evaluated true on its beliefs; (2) if Precondition evaluates true in World too, then s−→α s′
both in agent’s Beliefs and in World too. TS is then the Transition System deﬁned by the application of all actions
in any state of World, performed by all Agents in the model. The execution of an action to build TS must follow
the two steps previously deﬁned. State transitions apply both to agents Belie f and to World. Anyway Precondition
control is enacted on Beliefs ﬁrst. If evaluation fails on Beliefs, the action is not applied even if Precondition would
evaluate true on World. In this model, a Plan to reach a Goal G with given Goal Condition is a path from a starting
state to a state where the Goal Condition holds. Notice that in a Multi Agent System, actions in a transition System
can be executed by diﬀerent agents, even concurrently. We consider here a path as a linear scheduling of concurrent
applications of actions. A Planning problem hence, is the problem of ﬁnding such a path or to state that the requested
goal is unreachable in the current environment.
3. Methodology and Framework
The methodology we are going to illustrate is based on the model presented in the previous section and it comprises
a set of phases fully summarized in Fig.1
In the Modeling phase, we provide a representation of systems that is compliant with the model in section 2.
The environment (World) is modeled in terms of states deﬁned by means of 〈n, d, v〉 triples.
In addition, Agents are modeled in terms of Beliefs and Actions. Actions requires the deﬁnition of (name, Precondition, E f
triples, but we introduce in this phase an extension of the model since we need some additional information during
planning. Hence we extend Actions deﬁnition to the quadruple:
(name, Precondition, E f f ects,VarIn f o)
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Fig. 1. Methodology phases Fig. 2. Agents interaction model
where VarIn f o set is necessary to specify variable domains, quantiﬁcation(universal or existential), and eventually
other properties.
DuringModel Translation and Planning Phase, a Planner Engine processes the model of the system. This produces
a scheduling of actions representing the plan to achieve the requested goal. In the last phase, Agents perform plans
action by action at run time. The Execution Environment monitors correct behaviors of agents: if for any reason the
current goal is no longer reachable, or if scheduled actions cannot be executed, (because preconditions no longer meet
or because Beliefs were diﬀerent from World real conﬁguration), the Execution Environment enacts a Replanning
action that tries to retrieve new plans for the same goals (if they exist). Interactions among agents follow a hierarchical
orchestration model as summarized in Fig.2.
In this work we consider communication among agents only at diﬀerent layers. The interaction model from Proac-
tive Agents and Resource Agents to Resources is very simple: They can use a resource if it is free (i.e. if it is not
used by other high level agents). Interactions between Proactive and a Resource Agents is more complex: a Proactive
Agent can ask for a service to a Resource Agent (and this latter serves this kind of request). When a proactive agents
asks for a service, it assigns a schedule of actions to a resource agent, providing a scheduling for a plan it want to
execute. Hence, in this work, a planning actions execute with the following steps: (1) A Proactive Agents ﬁnds a
plan in an environment with one ore more Resource Agents and resources. Actions in the plan are related to Resource
Agents actions which in turn may use simple Resources. (2) The proactive Agent with the new plan, assigns sub-goals
to Resource Agents that, in turn, executes planning actions at a diﬀerent layer of abstraction to reach sub-goals. (3)
Resource Agents executes their sub-plans to reach sub-goals assigned by proactive agents. This usually involves the
use of simple Resources.
Proactive Agents are grouped into clusters. A Cluster is the set of Resource Agents that are serving the proactive
agent at the moment. Proactive Agents are able to ask for a service only to Resource Agents in their clusters. Commu-
nication between agents is guaranteed by a very simple messages exchange protocol. It uses four kinds of messages:
Join, used by Proactive Agents to ask for a Resource to join its cluster;Leave used by a Proactive to notify a Resource
that it is no longer in its cluster;SendGoal to ask for a service; OKJoin an acknowledgement message.
The methodology described above is fully implemented by a framework whose architecture diagram is in Fig.3.
The framework is developed by using Unity3D Engine1 so it easily allows 3D simulations of planning problems.
The framework uses the UPPAAL Reasoning Engine to perform counter-example searching. Two kinds of planners
are implemented: a Classical Planner that is a simple implementation of the Breadth First and A* state space search
algorithms, and Counter Example Planner. The presence of diﬀerent planning strategies enables the implementation
of a Multi Expert system. Multiple planners can start in parallel processes improving performances or providing
1 https://unity3d.com/
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Fig. 3. Framework architecture
solutions at diﬀerent layer of abstraction. The Plan search algorithm in the Counter Example Planner works in four
steps: (1) The TA (Timed Automata) translator implements an algorithm for Agent models translation from the model
in sec.2 to Timed Automata formalism; (2) The TA is passed to the UPPAAL Reasoning Engine in order to produce a
counter example (if any) to the following formula: ”A [] !’GoalCondition’” that is ”is it true that from initial state,
only states where the goal condition is not satisﬁed are reachable?”; (3) If the previous property is satisﬁed, then no
plan exists for the current goal; otherwise, UPPAAL returns a counter example that is a path from the initial state to
a state where the goal condition is satisﬁed, in form of an Uppaal trace; (4) The Uppal trace translator perform the
translation from trace to a sequence of actions that is the agent plan.
The automata generation follows a Self Learning approach: the planner expands current state of the agent consider-
ing only possible performable actions. The planning automata is updated only with new state during expansion. This
considerably reduces the number of state to analyze during planning and monitoring phases.
4. Case Studies
We will now show how agent systems can be modeled with our framework, through the deﬁnition of two case
studies. In these examples,we will also demonstrate the good performances of the Counter Example planner when
resolving problems like (i) Problems of high computational cost, modeled as a single agent system and (ii). Problems
where the planner must notify the absence of any solution for the a goal. Theses features will be showed comparing
the performances of the Counter Example Planner with the Classical Planner. In the case study, we consider a sim-
ulation of a critical system with a multi-agent environment. this example simulates a warzone with wounded soldier
and where robots automate rescue actions. The Environment (World) is a maze where there are a ﬁxed number of
points named HotSpots, where soldiers could be present, and where Search Robots can move. In the maze there are
M wounded soldiers, N Search Robots, and K Aid Robots with N,M,K variable. At the beginning of the simulation,
the M soldiers are randomly disposed on M diﬀerent HotSpots; The role of the Search Robots is to ﬁnd soldiers: in a
single step a Robot will move from the current HotSpot to an adjacent one, with the condition that the target spot is
not currently occupied by other robots and that it cannot go back to the previous position. If the robot ﬁnds a soldier in
the new position, it will call an available Aid Robot to rescue him. An Aid Robots is in an idle state until it receives a
rescue call from a Search Robot: when a call is received, it moves to the soldier position, rescues the soldier (that will
disappear from the maze) and returns to its initial position. Simulation terminates when robots rescue all the soldiers.
The environment is modeled by the following formulas: isAdjacent(HS i,HS j) : a facts deﬁning the adjacence of the
HotSpots ( a Search Robot can only move from an HS to an adjacent one); isBusy(AidRoboti): a fact deﬁning if an Aid
Robot is currently serving a Search Robot; isBusy(HS i): a fact deﬁning if an HotSpot is occupied The Search Agents
are modeled as Proactive Agents with the following Beliefs: position() : the current HotSpot occupied by the agent;
isSoldierInPosition(): deﬁnes if there is a soldier in the current position; prevpos(): the previous position occupied
The actions these agents can perform are of two kinds: Move and Call;the ﬁrst one is modeled as follows: Precondi-
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tion: (position()==X) AND (X!=Y) AND (prevpos!=Y) AND (isAdjacent(X,Y)==true) AND (isBusy(Y)==false);
Eﬀects: position()=Y,prevposition()=X, isBusy(Y)=true, isBusy(X)=false; Variables: (X,”HotSpot”,”Existential”),
(Y,”HotSpot”,”Existential”); where obviously ”HotSpot” is the name of the domain deﬁning all possible HotSpots
names. In order to analyze planner performances, we perform a simulation in wich the number of the two kind of
robots is the same(N=K), so that a Search Robot will always ﬁnd an available Aid Robot when it locates a soldier po-
sition: in this simulation we’ll study the average planning time employed by the planners in reaching the two diﬀerent
goals of the Search Robots in the environment ( Move and CallAidRobot). We compare average planning time of two
planners for the Search Robot goals when N and K increase (for the Counter Example Planner, we always consider the
sum of the automata generation and planning time). Notice that planning time increases with N for both planners,but
for Counter Example Planner this growth is much more evident. This lack of performances of the Counter Exam-
ple Planner is caused by the automaton dimension growth : every Search Robot agent in the system has to consider
the position of all the other agents, so the number of possible states generated in the automaton grows very rapidly
increasing the number of Search Robots.
5. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper we described a an autonomous planning methodology that is based on multi-agent models. The plan-
ning methodology exploits both classical and a new counter-example based approaches in order to build an eﬀective
multi-expert system able to face with increasing complexity of these systems. We presented a framework able to enact
the methodology. The methodology and the framework have been applied to a case study of a distributed critical
system. Results shows how the counter-example planner executes faster than classical ones in some cases, motivating
the use of a multi expert system in the framework. We also show the ability of the new planner methodology when
dealing with unreachable goals. Future works include the improvement of the counter-example planner algorithm and
the extension of the methodology to conﬂicting interactions among agents and to choreographed execution of plans.
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